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Address inquiries and all applications for license for this
invention to NASA Patent Counsel, Lewis Research Center, Mail
Code 500-318, 21000 3rookpark Rd.y Cleveland, OH 44135.
Approved NASA forms for application for nonexclusive or
exclusive license are available from the above address.
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Ugh Thermal Power Density Heat Transfer
This invention is directed to transferring heat from an
extremely high temperature source to an electrically isolated
lower temperature receiver. The invention is particularly
concerned with supplying thermal power to a thermionic converter
from a nuclear reactor with electric isolation.
Heat from a high temperature heat pipe (10) is transferred
through a vacuum or a gap filled with electrically nonconducting
gas (26) to a cooler heat pipe (18).. The heat pipe (10) is used to
cool the nuclear reactor while the heat pipe (18) is connected
thermally and electrically to a thermionic converter (22).
If the receiver requires greater thermal power density,
geometries are used with larger heat pipe areas for transmitting
and receiving energy than the area for conducting the heat to the
thermionic converter. In this way the heat pipe capability for
increasing thermal power densities compensates for the
comparatively low thermal power densities through the electrically
lion-conducting gap between the two heat pipes.
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Description
High Thermal Power Density Heat Transfer
Origin of the Invention
The invention described herein was made by an employee of the
S United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or
for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment,
of any royalties thereon or therefor.
Technical Field
This invention is concerned with transferring heat from an
10 extremely high temperature source to a thermionic converter.
The invention is particularly applicable to the use of a high
temperature thermionic energy converter with a heat pipe cooled
reactor.
It has been proposed to transport the heat produced in a
15 nuclear reactor to the emitting surfaces of thermionic diodes
located outside the reactor. For power conditioning purposes it
is desirable to electrically isolate the thermionic energy
converters from the heat pipes that cool the reactor.
While the heat pipes are capable of supplying very high
20 thermal power densities to the thermionic converter, problems of
electric isolation have been encountered. Conventional
insulators deteriorate in such applications because of the
extremely high temperatures involved.
-Background Art
25
	
	 Janner et al patent No. 3,444,400, Hobson patent No.
3,548,222, and. Gross et al patent No. 3,578,991 disclose
thermionic converter :fuel elements. The thermionic converters
are heated by inserting 4«e fuel elements d1rectly into the
cores of nuclear reactors.
30 The thermionic converter disclosed in Rasor et al patent. No.
3,983,423 has a heat source for heating an emitter. This heat
source may be a nuclear reactor fuel element, hot liquid metal
flowing in a tube, or other means.
Leventhal. patent No. 3,451,641 teaches the use of a heat pipe
35 to transfer heat ,Crom a nuclear reactor to a thermal electric
converter.
tf.
Disclosure of Inv__ ion
This Invention is based oil the phenomenon that heat pipes not
only transport high thermal power densities, but also transform
Hhermal power densities. More particularly, a heat pipe can re-
5 ceive heat through its evaporator walls at low thermal power
densities and deliver heat through its condenser walls at much
higher thermal power densities.
According to the invention, heat is transferred from a high
temperature heat pipe having an evaporator that cools a nuclear
10 reactor to a cooler heat pipe connected thermally and elec-
trically to the intended receiver, which is the emitter in a
thermionic converter. More particularly, the condenser of the
high temperature heat pipe heats the evaporator of the
thermionic converter heat pipe. The condenser of this cooler
15 heat pipe heats the emitter of the thermionic converter. This
Meat is transferred betwen the heat pipes through a vacuum or
electrically non-conducting gas.
A collector in the form of a sodium heat pipe is spaced
front an emitter heat pipe. The evaporator of the sodium heat
20 pipe cools the collector of the thermionic converter. This col-
lector receives electric energy, thermal conduction, and radi-
ant heat from the emitter. The collector heat pipe operates at
a temperature of about 1000' K. At this temperature a solid
insulator may be used to cover and electrically isolate the col-
25 lector.
If the receiver requires greater thermal power densities than
those transferred between the two heat pipes, geometries are
used with larger heat pipe areas for transmittinj!, and receiving
energy than the area for conducting the heat to the receiver. In
30 this manner the heat pipe capability for "stepping up" thermal
power densities compensates .[or the comparatively low thermal
power densities through the electrically non-conducting gap be-
tween the heat pipes.
Brief Description of the Drawing
35	 The details of the invention will be described in connection
With the accompanying drawing which is an axial section view
taken through a system of heat pipes constructed in accordance
with the present invention.
Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
40	 Referring to the drawing there is shown a tubular heat pipe 	 1
10 extending from a nuclear reactor, not shown. It is
t
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contemplated that both the wick and the envelope of this heat
pipe may be of a tungsten, 25% rhenium alloy. The heat pipe is
covered with a non-contacting multfoil radiation shield 12.
The heat pipe 10 operates at a temperature of about 1900° K
5 and contains lithium as the working fluid. The evaporator of
the lithium heat pip` 10 cools the core of a nuclear reactor in
a manner well known in the art.
The heat pipe 10 has a tubular condenser 14 that extends into
a cylindrical evaporator portion 16 of a heat pipe 18 having a
10 condenser portion 20 which forms the emitter of a thermionic
converter 22. The wick and envelope of the heat pipe 18
preferably are of a molybdenum alloy,although a tungsten, 25%
rhenium alloy could be used. Here again, a non-contacting
multifoil radiation shield 24 covers the heat pipe 18 0 and
15 lithium is the working fluid.
The tubular condenser 20 of the heat pipe 18 extends into a
cylindrical evaporator portion 28 of a third heat pipe. The
evaporator 28 .forms the collector of the thermionic converter
22, and heat from the evaporator 28 is transported to a
20 condenser portion 30 at the opposite end. The collector heat
pipe uses sodium as its working flud, which operates at about
1000° K. At this temperature a solid insulator may be used with
the collector.
An important feature of the invention is that the heat pipes
25 10 and 18 are electrically isolated from each other. More
particularly, the heat pipe 10 is spaced inwardly from the heat
pipe 18. A vacuum or electrically non-conducting gas is in
space 26 between these heat pipes. The black body radiation of
the high temperature heat pipe 10 operating at 1900° K is
30 7414/cm2• The emitter heat pipe 18 which is heated by this
radiation operates at about 1700°K. At this temperature the
black body radiation of the heat pipe 18 is about 47.4 W/cm2.
The assumed emissivities of the reactor and converter-emitter
heat pipes in the drawing are 0.3. This gives a form factor of
35 0.176 for a very small vacuum gap. The thermionic converter 22
is assumed to generate 4.7 W/cm 2 of electric output at 20%
efficiency. More particularly, for the 1900° K heat pipe 10,
the 1700 K heat pipe 18, and the small intervening vacuum gap
.r
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26, the net radiant heat transfer, qr - F (q B B,IIT
QBB,LT), equals the form factor ;0.176) times the difference
of the 1900° K and 1700° K black body radiation thermal power
densities (74 W/cm2- 47.4 W/cm2). Therefore, q - 0.176 (74
5 - 47.4) = 4.68 W/cm2.
In this embodiment approximately 5 times as much area is
required foi the radiant-heat transfer between the heat pipes as
for the total power transfer across a 10 mil converter electrode
gap. The heat pipes readily allow ,such transformation of
10 the,!mal power densities. Also, the vacuum ,gap between the heat
pipes isolates the thermionic convener electrically.
For the previously cited example, using a 1.850° K heat pipe 10
and a 1.750° K heat pipe 18 results in half the heat pipe 10 - to
- 18 radiant flux compared with the 1900° K - 1700° K example;
15 qr - 0.176 (66.6 - 53.3) = 2.34 W/cm2 . Therefore, the 1.850°
K 1750° K embodiment will require twice the area
calculated for the 1900° K - 1.700° K radiant heat transfer )r
ten times the thermionic emitter area.
Using a one-millimeter gap filled with electrically non-
20 conducting gas rather than vacuum between heat pipes 10 and 18
will intensify heat transfer. This can be illustrated by
considering 1.800° K gases at one atmosphere. Between less than
0.01 atmosphere and 10 atmospheres, the effect of pressure on
thermal conductvity of gas is small, being about one percent per
25 atmosphere, and can be ignored in this example.
Ilel.ium would acid to the radiant heat transfer 0.88 times the
heat-pipe temperature difference, Q T, in W/cm2 . Neon would
add 0.0716 T W/cm 2 , and argon would add 0.013 Q T W/cm2.
Also, the radiant heat transfer is 4.68/200 = 0.0234 W/cm2/OK
30 for the 1.900° K- 1700° K embodiment and 2.34/100 = 0.0234
W/em2°K for the 1850 K - 1.750° K embodiment. Thus, instead of
of 4.68 W/cm2 for the vacuum 1900° K - 1700° K embodiment, the
use of helium would result in q = (0.0234 + 0.88) 200 = 180.6
W/cm2 . For neon, q = (0.0234 + 0.071) 200 = 78.9 W/cm 2 , and
35 for argon, q = (0.0234 + 0.013) 200 = 7.3 W/cm2 . Because the
requirement of the thermionic converter of the example is about
23.5 W/cm2 , the heat pipe wo±lld reduce thermal power densities
the helium and neon gaps and increase them for the argon and
l .."
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Instead of 2.34 W/cm2 for the vacuum 1850° K — 1750 * K
einbodiument, the use of helium results in q - (0.0234 + 0.88)
100 - 90-3 W/C1112 . The use of neon results in 9.44 W/Cm2.
5 
and 
argon produces 3.64 W/cm2, In this example the heat pipe
would reduce the thermal power dens,lty for the helium gap and
inerec,, no it for the neonp argon, and vacuum gaps. Thus, the
utilization of electrically non—conducting gases enhances lie-it
transfer between the heat pipes 10 and 18, wliieli would adapt the
10 rosultinS thermal power densities to Zhe thermionic  otiverter 	
^ I I
needs.
It Is apparent Ouit the heat pipe 10 and 18 have the
oapability for "stepping tip" or "steoping down" thermal power
Jogaities. This transforming compensates for the comparatively
15 low thermal power densities through OW electrically
non— 1.011dUeLitig vaeutim or argon gap 26 between these two heat
pipes or for the high thermal power densities through the helium
gap. IL is also apparent this effect is modular and can be used
repeatedly parallel to transfer the total amount of heat
oquired.
Althotigh the invention has been desoeOed relative to
exemplary embodiment thereof, it will be understood that
variations and modifications can be effected in this o^,ibodiment
Without departing from the spirit of Llie invention or the scope
5 of the sobjoined, claims.
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High Thermal 11owur Density Heat Tra—;fer
This .Invention is dirticted to transferrin8 beat from an
exVrvitiely high temperature source to an electrically isolated
lower Lemperature racelvt- r. The invention is particularly
voticerned, with supplying Lhernial power to a thermionle converter
from a nuclear rea(:cor with LtlecLric isolation.
110,IL from a Iiieli temperature boat pipa (10) is transferred
Llirough a vacuum or a gap milled With ^Iectrically nonconducting,
(.0) Lt, .1 eoolcar livaL pip(t (18). The heat pip(? (10) is Used to
cool tht,
 nucle.-ir r;- actor .Aillo thl-- lWaL pipe (18) Is collilut,tej,
t.lierimilly and elaeLrically to it Lliermlonic converLur (22).
1.1 the receiver re-quire.,; greater tliermal power d(,niolLY,
geommrivs art.,
 used with larger heat pipe areas for Lratismitting
and receiving energy than Lhe irca for conducting the heat to the
(hurmionic converter. III Lhit, way the heat pipe capability for
increasing Lburmal power derisiftes compensates for the
comparatively low thermal power demilties through Lhe electrically
11011-c0lidu(a lne, gal) I)eLwc!c,.n the two heat pipes.
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